User Centered Design 2009

Exercise 6

Note! This week’s demos take part on Monday 23.2. 2009, 12:15, in the room D106B (a smaller lecture hall). The demo-session on 24.2. 2009 is moved to Monday.

17 Normal task

**Alone,** write two paragraphs (200-300 words) about your views on “What is a role of culture in Interaction design and UCD”. Blog your opinion, send link to the demo teacher.

18 X-task task


Create a post on your blog and prepare to present the results. Email link to the materials before the demos to your demo teacher.

19-23 Normal task

Generate four to six questions that you would expect to be asked at the UCD final exam. At least two questions will be theoretical, and two will be practically oriented. At least one question has to be related to your own presentation. Aim at wide range of topics. Provide example and correct answers. As usually, publish this information on your blog, and send the link to the teacher before the demo.

24 Normal task

It is very important that you provide feedback as a 'user/client' of the User-Centered Design 2009 course. Visit the Web site: http://cs.joensuu.fi/~arvio/english.html, select User-Centered Design 175421 and fill the form. Before submitting, print the form and bring an **anonymous** filled copy to the demo (on that base you receive the point). Submit the form then, too. Thank you!